
IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE:
SONITPUR AT TEZPUR

Present: Smti R Das,(A.J.S)
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Sonitpur, Tezpur.

cR cAsE NO.1704/10
(uls 447142713231s06/34 of rpC)

State

-Vs-

Smti Mina Devi
Sri Gosai Nath
S/O- Late Guluk Nath
Vill- Balikhuti
PS -Tezpur. Dist - Sonitpur.

1.
2.

Appearances:

Mrs N Rahman,
Learned Addl PP

Mrs. D. Singha
Ld Counsel

Accused persons.

: For the prosecution.

: For the accused.

Date of recording evidence : OL-LZ-LZ,7-B_L3, tO-07_L4,
23-4-t5, 10_03-16 & 9_11_16.

Date of hearing argument : 22-06;17

Date of judgment : 06-01-t7

JUDGMENT

The prosecution case in brief is that:

The ejahar was rodged by the informant Sri Gunaram Nath
on 02-09-10, alleging inter alia that on 25-07-2010 at about 11_30 am, the
accused persons erected the bamboo fencing of the informant,s boundary
and when he was preparing to make the fencing newry, the accused
persons by taking a "sly-Ranch" in their hand came forward towards him
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and raised hue and cry scolding the informant and assaulted him and
hence, this case.

2. on receipt of the ejahar oc rezpur police Station registered a case

under Tezpur Police station case No.g25/10 under Section
44714271323150G134 of Ipc and started investigation of the case. Upon
completion of investigation police submitted the charge sheet against the
accused persons under section 44713231506134 of Ipc to face trial before
the Court.

3. on appearance of ,tr. u..u..d persons, copies of the rerevant

the informant of this case. Defence has examined none. statements of the
accused persons under Section 313 crpc have been recorded.

I have heard the arguments advanced by the rearned counser of
both the sides and have carefuily perused the evidences on record.

4.

1. Whether the accused persons on 25-07-
2010 at about 11-30 am, in furtheranceof common intention, committed
trespass by entering into the land of the
informant with intent to intimidate andthereby committed an offence
punishable UIS-447134, IpC ?

2. Whether the accused persons on 25_07_
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,in.;:offence under Section 447/427/3231506/34 of Ipc, which were read over
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and explained to the accused persons, to which they pleaded not guilty.

'\kqiios' During trial, the prosecution has examined eight witnesses including



3.

4.

fJ
2010 at about
11-30 am, in furtherance of common
intention, committed mischief by
causing wrongful loss or damage to the
property of informant and is liable to be
punished unher Section 427134 of IpCi

Whether the accused persons on 25_07_
2010 at about 11-30 am, in furtherance
of common intention, voiuntarily .urruO
hurt to the informant and is liable to be
punished under Section 323134 of IpC?

Whether the accused persons on 25_07_
2010 at about 11-30 am, in furtheianceof common intention, .orrittuO
criminal intimidation by threatening iheinformant and thereby liable i; b"
punished under Section 506134 of IpC?
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5' pw-1, sri Gunaram Nath deposed that accused Mina Devi is
his sister-in-raw and accused Hemanta is his nephew, The incident took
place in the year, 2010 and on the date of occurrence at about 11_30 am he
went to his originar house situated at Barikhuti where he is having 2 Katha
14 Lessas of rand in his share but the bamboo fencing and the trees of his
land were cut and damaged by the accused persons and when he went and
asked the accused persons, they threatened him. Accused Hemanta
rebuked him and accused Mina Devi caused him hurt with an umbreila. The
accused Hemanta wanted to push a rench into his mouth. Then he reft the
place. Later on he rodged the ejahar at Bihaguri op. Ext.l is the FIR and
Ext'1(1) is his signature. porice took him for medicar treatment to Bihaguri
PHC' Police arso seized the jama-bandi copies and the revenue receipts,
Ext.2 is the seizure list and Ext.2(1) is his signature.
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In his .rorr-Ou*u*ination, he deposed that he has
retired after 32 years of service at D.C. office. The incident took prace on
25-o7-2oLo and he rodged the ejahar after 214 days of the occurrence and
he has also deposed that on the basis of the ejahar rodged on that day. He
also deposed that he has not submitted any document rerating to the rand
before the court. It is stated by pw-1 that Lobu Nath is his his grandfather
who had four sons namery; Late Harakanta Nath, Late Kinair Nath, Late
Dhireswar Nath and Late Budhan Nath and Late Budhan Nath was his'/ father' He also deposed that accused Hemanta is the son of Late Harakanta

ffih:ath.Itisnotafactthathisgrandfatherdistributedverballythelanded
[i'' '-ffiunv of Patta No'87 and Dag No.443 to one Kinai Nath, Late Harankanta

;li ' ''S) ;Stn 
uno Late Budhan Nath. It is not a fact rhat he was not alowed to stay
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parental propefi as he has married one girr from his own family. It is
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Pahar' It is not a fact that he tried to grab the land of Gulok Nath as he was
in seryice of DC office. It is not a fact that he lodged this false case as he
could not grab the land of Gulok Nath. He also deposed that he sustained
injury when he was assaulted by the umbrella, on his back wherefrom blood
was oozing and the crothes were stained with brood. He arso stated that he
made hue and cry but nobody came. He arso deposed that porice took him
to PHc after 8/10 days. It is not a fact that on 25-07-10 police did not visit
the place of occurrence and no such incident took prace as aileged. It is not
a fact that eiahar was lodged after two months only to harass the accusedperson. It is not a fact that he has deposed farsery. porice saw the damaged
fencing etc. It is not a fact thal the accused persons had damaged the
fencing of the accused,s land.

PW-2 Sri parameswar Nath deposed that he knows both the accused
the informant. The informant and the accused persons are rerative and
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5
the incident took prace three years ago. The rand of the informant is
situated near the house of the accused person. on the aileged day at about
10 am, the informant went with the Mandar to measure the rand and when
the measurement was going on. pw-2 reft the prace. Later on, he came to
know that the incident of quarrer took prace between both the parties. He
also deposed that the incident took prace regarding randed property. After
three days porice came. Ext.2 is the seizure rist and Ext.2(2) is his
signature.

In cross-examination, he deposed that accused Gurok is the husband
of the accused Mina Devi and after the death of Gurok, the randed property
has been occupying by the informant. The informant used to work at D.C.,#:':ftN office who sold original landed property and started riving at rezpur town.-']' -'-'t'\ 
-'

:; , k., 'n" 
tnrormant wanted to sell the landed property after measurement and at,'lr .,r,:r.:r+ 1 r fi.ipresenuy the accused persons are residing on that plot of land.,i'..t -S*;i jx
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between the informant and the accused regarding rand dispute. He heard
about the incident from the gathering that took prace in front of the
resident of the accused person.

In his cross_examination, he deposed that he has no
knowledge regarding the land dispute.

B' pw-4, Sri Kamar chandra Nath deposed that he does not knowabout the incident. He knows that the informant Gunaram Nath used toreside on his own rand and he used to work at rezpur. so, for convenience
he started to rive at rezpur. He did not seil the originar rand to anybody andthe accused person tried to occupy the said land.

In cross-examination, he deposed that the accused has been
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.6
residing in Dhenudhara pahar since long. The informant Gunaram and

the husband of accused Mina Devi i,e. Gulok Nath are brothers. They were
altogether four brothers but grandfather of Gunaram i.e. Laburam Nath has

died who had four sons namery ; Late Harakanta Nath, Late Kinai Nath,

Late Dhireswar Nath and Late Budhan Nath and Late Dhireswar Nath is the

father of Gunaram Nath i.e. the informant. The landed property is the

ancestral propefi. He does not know the Dag No. and patta No. of the
landed property kept by the accused persons.

i9. PW-s, sitaram Nath deposed that the informant is his own brother
f,i, i

^gnd 
he knows the informant, The incident took place about five years ago.

.;, The accused persons intervened with the property of his father. The
accused Mina Devi is the daughter-in-law of Hareswar Nath. The accused
persons are forcefully occupying the landed property. when his brother i.e.
Gunaram Nath went with the Mandal for measurement of the said land, the
accused Mina Devi assaulted him with an umbrella and the son of the
accused chased the complainant with a hammer. Then the informant lodged
this case. He also deposed that his brother did not sustain any injury and
did not take any treatment from doctor.

In cross-examination, he deposed that his brother rodged the ejahar
and police on the same day visited the place of occurrence and recorded
their statement. The randed property is their ancestrar properlry and the said
landed property has not yet been legally partitioned but verbally partitioned.
He does not know the Dag number and patta number of the disputed rand.
Baneswar Nath, someswar Nath and Nitur Nath are the persons who used
to reside near the place of occurrence. He does not know there is any civir
case pending between the parties regarding rand. It is not a fact that there
is no land in the place of occurrente. It is not a fact that the informant went
to the place of occurrence with mandar and the accused person assaurted
him. It is not a fact that the informant tried to grab the randed property of
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7the accused persons. He further deposed that he has not seen the
incident with his own eyes. It is not a fact that the accused Mina Devi
assaulted the informant by an umbrella and the other acc[rsed person
chased the informant with a hammer. It is not a fact that he has deposed
falsely.

10' PW-6' Sri Jagyaram Nath deposed that he knows both the accused''ti' persons and the complainant. He heard that the incident took place about

#.-rh- 
6l-7-Years ago regarding the land. He also heard that the incident took prace

l:'*"':tu./E),.:garding 
the randed property. In cross-examination, pw_6 deposed that

Q,,,.. \ll'aram 
works at DC office and he used to reside at ouguri pahar.

i' ' '.originally the landed property was owned by Laburam Nath who had four

:::r 
,n. rand for which the incident took prace has been occupied by the

. iv'i.' 11sr\.,)\r- 
accused by constructing a house on that land is too owned by Laburam''''i".':"'. 
Nath' He does not know, who is the owner of the rand and who pays
revenues for the land' He deposed that he did not see the altercation.

11. pw-7 Sri rukheswar Borah deposed that the accused persons and
the informant are known to him. Both the partes are from his same famiry
and the incident took prace between the parties regarding randed propefi.
on the next day, the accused persons artercated with the informant. Hestated arso that he was very much present and after the incident reft for hishouse' He saw both the accused persons cutting banana tree in the land ofthe informant.

In cross-examination, he deposed that the incident of marpit tookplace in the quarrer and the accused person assaurted Gunaram. Theaccused persons arso occupied the randed property of Gunaram. Hedeposed that at the time of occurrence Jagyaram Nath was arso present. Hecannot remember the name of the persons who were present at the time ofoccurrence. He does not know on whose name the randed property. It is not
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a fact that he has deposed falsely.

t2. PW-8, Sri Paresh Kumar Nath is the IO of this case who

deposed that on 3-09-2010 he was working at Bihaguri OP as ASI of police.

On that day the informant Gunaram Nath had lodged an ejahar and he was

endorsed with the preliminary investigation of the case and the ejahar was

,/ sent to Tezpur(S), PS for registration of a case. He visited the place of

-,2ft." occurrence, drew the sketch-map vide Ext.3 and Ext.3(1) is his signature.

6'"1 It{"{}.-'He sent the informant to Bihaguri pHC for medical examination. He alsoi/.:P t- r -tr

'ii r_ +,le| ,ft1ireO one revenue receipt and copy of Jamma-bandi vide Ext.2. Ext.2(3) is

(q t 
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i$L t,n".ture. The Io has recorded the statement of the witnesses and
\\{}..\ , ''..: arrested one accused Mina Devi and shown the other accused Gosai Nath @cu \fu5dt t\dLt t\gu

\,*q,'"o lT: ::'; i:::J T J:#,lffi l:. I o J1.,, ,: il..:: ".Ti. J: :::i
which is exhibited as Ext.4 and Ext.4(1) is his signature.

During cross-examination Io deposed that the date of
occurrence as mentioned in the ejahar is 25-07-2010 but the ejahar was
lodged on 02-09-2010 but the delay in lodging the FIR has not been

explained. He also deposed that he vide Ext.2 seized the photocopy of the
document and he did not seize the original copy and did not send it to the
court. He mentioned vide G.D. entry No.40 dated 03-09-2010 in the
requlsition of medicar examination. The informant was medicaily examined
on 6-09-2010 by the doctor. He also deposed that he recorded the
statement of all the witnesses in the place of occurrence. He stated that
Tukheswar did not state before him that the accused person cut the tress of
the informant Gunaram Nath. It is not a fact that he did not go to search
the accused Gunaram Nath and showed him as absconder. It is not a fact
that he did not go to the place of occurrence for investigation and it is not a

fact that accused person did not commit the alleged offence but the I/C,
has farsery fired the charge-sheet against the accused person.
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9

13. Upon careful scrutiny of the entire evidence on record, I find that it
is admitted position by both the parties that there is some land dispute

sustaining between them. one landed propeflry has been claimed by both

the pafties.

,'i'

13. To warrant conviction uls-447,IpC, the prosecution must prove that

/r."6tQ/"6\. the accused persons criminally trespassed into the property in possession of

,/"-*', - ft",thu informant. Criminal trespass has been defined in the court as/,';,,
ila t 'r.i" ) \ ft\wnoever enters into or upon property in the possession of
li ; 
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"r 
with intent to .o]n]nit'an offence for to intimidate or insult\'. '-. (.

'' 
", 

t' 
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,1;11,**6n+-"' 
or annoy any person in possession of such property or knowing
lawfully entered into or upon such property, unlawfully remains
there with intent thereby to intimidate insult, or annoy in such
person or with intent to commit any offence.,,

But here in this case it has not been proved that the place of
occurrence i.e. disputed land is in possession of the complainant. on the
other hand PW-2 has deposed that the accused persons are in possession

of the disputed land at the time of occurrence. so, from the deposition of
the entire witness including the informant it could not be established that
the land in question has been owned and possessed by the informant or
any other person other than the accused persons. Hence, the prosecution
could not establish criminal trespass uls-447, Ipc against the accused
persons. Moreover, though the IQ has stated that he seized the land
documents but it was not exhibited during trial by the prosecution.

14. To warrant conviction uls-427, Ipc, the prosecution must
established the mischief alleged to be committed by the accused person.
Mischief defines as Section 42s of Ipc as ..whoever with intent to
cause, or knowing that he is rocat to cause, wrongfur ross or

w
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damage to the pubric or to unr'or"..on, causes the destruction
of any propefi, or any such change in any property or in the
situation thereof as destroys or diminishes its vatue or utirity, or
affects it injuriously, commits ..mischief,,.
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PW-2 to PW-6 have stated nothins regarding the mischief by causing

i',,:i. 
- @ j,*:il*' :.,,.T : J'::.:::,':I:::, T:' :,:,.,:.,,:.J :.:,.T., "i:;l\:.lflid+$n."*l bamboo fencing of the informant. In my earlier discussion, it has been

stated that the prosecution could not estabrish that the land in question
arose when the incident took prace is owned and possessed by the
informant. Moreover, porice has not seized anything from the prace of
occurrence. Hence, Section 4Z7,IpC has also not brought.

16' To warrant conviction u/s-323, Ipc, the prosecution must be
established the voruntary cause of hurt is caused by the accused persons
towards the informant. Here in this case pw-1 deposed that he was
assaulted by the accused Mina Devi with her umbrefla and accused Gosai @
Hemanta wanted to put a rench into his mouth. so, Gosai did not cause any
injury and he just wanted to cause injury. As per the version of pw_l the
onry injury caused to him is the injury caused by the accused Mina Devi
with her umbreila. During cross-examination, he deposed that the nature of
injury sustained by him which was cause by umbreila of the accused Mina
Devi' He sustained iniury on his back wherein blood was oozing and theclothes were stained with brood. But porice did not seize any brood stained
cloth from the informant and moreover, pw-5 deposed that he has seen theincident with his own eyes and he deposed that accused Hemanta chasedhim with a hammer but he has not uttered anything regarding the rench
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1l
which was tried to be put into the mouth of the informant by the
accused Hemanta. Moreover, pw-1 did not state anything regarding use of
hammer. The said PW-5 deposed that he had seen the occurrence himself

and deposed that his brother i.e. the informant did not sustain any injury

and he took no medical treatment. This vital contradiction on the part of the

injury alleged ls found as because pw 5 deposed that he had not seen any
injury sustained by the Pwl but Pw t has stated that he sustained injury on

,ra-+\ his face, back, waist and hands. The version of PW-l has been contradicted

{i't 1'-t'.Q]."1" by another eye witness PW-5 as Pw 1 deposed that he took treatment but
....' -'/ge,'.

.' *.\\ Pw 5 who claimed himself as eye witness deposed that his brother i.e pw 1s+[

. , 'aH,. t hlltook no medical treatment. PWs-Z, 3, 4 & 6 have deposed nothingq , regarding any cause of hurt , caused by the accused to the informant. The:''r' '-- -' -t""1' IO, PW-8 deposed that the incident took place on 25-07-2010 and the
. ,,,.,.1 
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the FIR has been explained in the ejahar. It is also found that this 38 days

delay has also not been explained by PW-l while deposing before the court.
The informant pw-l has failed to explain why he had rodged the ejahar
after about 38 days of the incident. So, the allegations made under Section
323, IPC cannot be sustained against the accused persons.

17. To warrant a conviction U/S-506, Ipc criminal intimidation must be
established against the accused persons but no witness including the
informant had deposed anything regarding any threatening of criminar
intimidation against the accused person towards the informant. Hence, I do
not find the accused persons guirty uls-447142713231506134, Ipc.

In the resurt, the prosecution has totaily faired to prove the
offences under Section 447142713231506134 of IpC against the accused
persons beyond all reasonable doubt, Hence, the accused persons are held
not guilty of the said offences and is hereby acquitted and set at liberty
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forthwith. seized articres shail bul2nir"n in zimma to the person from
whom it was seized.

The riabirity of the bairor is extended for 6 (six) months from
today as per provision of the amended Cr.p.C.

The case is disposed of on contest.

This Judgment is g'iven under my hand and the seal of this
Court on this 6th day of July, ZOt],. . .,, ol
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Sonitpur, TezpurDictated and corrected by me:-
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Chief Judiciat Magistrat6,
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Defence witnesses

Ext.1
Ext.2
Ext.3
Ext.4
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Prosecution witnesses

PW-1, Sri Gunaram Nath

PW-2 Sri parameswar 
Nath

PW-3, Sri Golap Chandra Nath

PW-4, Sri Kamal Chandra Nath
PW-5, Sitaram Nath

PW-6, Sri Jagyaram Nath

PW-7 Sri Tukheswar Borah

PW-8, Sri paresh Kumar Nath

Ejahar
Seizure list.
Sketch-map
Charge-sheet.

(R. Das)
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
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